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Item 5 of the Agenda

Remarks submitted by Mr. C.A. Bodelsen, Director of the Danish Students?

Information Bureau.

a) I doubt whether the establishment of a fichier of the Danish men of science

would serve any useful purpose. The small size of the country makes it easy

for us to give the information required in each sepatate case at very short

notice without previous preparation.

b) The overproduction of graduates in Demmark is causing serious anxiety.The

present state of things is as follows: The number of Students at the Univer-

sity of Copenhagen is not limited. Anyone who passes the 'Studenterexsuncn’, i,

e. the leaving examination of the higher schools, may become matriculated

without passing any further tests. As most practical trades are overstocked,

an exceptional number go to the University, because their parents find it

difficult to obtain employment for them elsewhere. The consequence is an over-

production of University graduates which at present is most serious as regards

teachers and lawyers, but which is also assuming serious aspects as regards

doctors.

The second greatest institute of higher education in Denmark is the College

 

of Engineering in Cépenhagen (Polyteknisk Laereanstalt). Admittance to this

school is limited: Applicants for admission must have passed either

a) the 'Studentereksamen' (see above), or b) a special entrance examination.

As regards a) & minimum number of points must have been obtained in certain

subjects. As regards b) & varying number is admitted, each case being decided





with reference to the way in which the applicant has acquitted himself

ot the entrance examination.

A few years ago the overproduction of engincers was assuming

alarming proportions. The stricter entrance conditions in conjunction

with an improvement of trade conditions has, however, caused an impro-

vement, and in the last two years practically all graduates have

obtained employment.

At the Royal Agricultural College (Veterinær og Landbohójskolen)
 

 

admission is not subject to limitation, except as regards veterinary

students, As regards these a limited number is admitted every year,

each case being decided on its merits. Most of the stul ents of this

school prepare for a practical agricultural career, and the large

number of graduates is, therefore, less alarming than in the case

of the other two schools.

c) In order to obtain a doctorate at Copenhagen = thesis must be writ-

ten and printed, some 200 copies being handed over to the University.

The latter causes copies to be sent free of charge to the leading

libraries of Zurope. Theses, may be, and often are, written in En-

glish, French or German. Those written in Danish generally have a

résumé in one of the three above languages.
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